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By a ~(G, F, h) age-and-position dependent branching process we mean a process in which 
individuals reproduce according to an age dependent branching proces.s with age distribution 
function G(t) and otispring distribution generating function F, the individuals (located in RN) 
can not move and the distance of a new individual from its parent is governed by a probability 
density function /z(r). For each positive integer n, let Z,(t, dx) be t&e number of individuals in 
dx at time t of the (G, F,, h,) age-and-position dependent branching process. It is shown that 
under appropriate conditions on G, F, and h,,, the finite dimensional distribution of Z,, (nt, dx I/n 
converges, as n + 00, to the corresponding law of a diffusion continuous state branching process 
X(t, dx) determined by a @-semigroup {$,: t >O}. The $-semigraup {tl/,} is the solution of a 
non-linear evolution equation. A semigroup convergence theorem due to Kurtz [lo], which gives 
conditions for convergence in distribution of a sequence of non-Markoviatq processes to a Markov 
process, provides the main tools. 
__-- --- 
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In 195 1, Feller [5] originally pro ol>,ed a diffusion approxi ation for a G;ilton- 
Watson branching process with a largle initial population; Gr [9] later made t’he 
arpaoximation rigorous. Let Zn (k) he a + c4ton-Watson branc 
processes with Z,(O) = n and with o ing function E,(s) such 
n(FL(l)-1) -+cx, F:(l)-+ and sup,, en Ji~ina [9] proved that 
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arbitrary non-Markovian population process and used it to give conditions for 
convergence in distribution of a sequence of processes to ;P Markov process. In the 
applications of the techniques developed in [lo], Kurtz gave an alternative pIroof 
of Jager’s result. In fact, he proved a theorem which yields weak convergence. Let 
Z&) be a sequence of age dependent branching processes with tlhe same age 
distribution function C(t) satisfying G(0’) = 0 and offspring distribution generating 
function F,,(s). Suppose 
I 
a 
x = t dG(t)<a, lim n(FL(l)-l)=a. 
0 rl+m 
lim FzU)=/3, I1 -B P supF;(l)<oo, I1 (1.1) 
Z,, (0) = n and all initial particles are of age zero. 
Then Kurtz [IO, 1 l] proved that ZH (nt)/n converges weakly to the diffusion process 
X(z) which is absorbing at zero, has X(0) = I, and has generator 
Af(x) = 
To study large population approximations for models involving spatial depen- 
dence, we need to consider the theory of measure-valued processes. Frequently, 
the limitng process is a continuous state branching process. The continuous state 
branching prlocesses were introduced by Jirina [7] and were studied in some special 
cases by Dawson [3,4], Silverstein [14], Lamperti [ 123 and Watanabe [17]. The 
general theory was developed by Jirina [S], Motoo [ 171 and Dawson [3]. 
Consider a position dependent Galton-Watson process in which individuals 
reproduce according to a discrete time Galton-Watson process with offspring 
distribution function F, the individual can not move and the conditional probability 
that an offspring is located at x + y given that its parent is located at x is h(y) dy. 
Watanabe called this process an (F, h)-process. Let &(k, dx) be tlhe number of 
individuals in dx in the kth generation of an (F,, h,)-process. In [I171 Watanabe 
, dx ~/‘n converges to the unit measure SjO) at 0, 
e Laplacian operator acting on f(x)iA:(x) = 
Jnd 
(1.2) 
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process X(t, dx) defined by 
f(x)X(~ dx) )I-eXP(-J } $r(k. ; f>p (dx) 
61 
(1.3) 
where &(x; f) is the solution of the evolution equation 
It is the purpose of this paper to obtain a large population approximation for 
age-and-position dependent continuous time processes. Consider a process in which 
individuals reproduce according to a continuous time age dependent branching 
process with age distribution function G(t) and offspring distribution generating 
function F’, the individuals (located in RN) can not move and the distance of a new 
individual from its parent is governed by a probability density function%(x). We 
shall call this process a (G, F, h)-procelss. Some special cases of this have b.een used 
as models describing the geographical spread of an epidemic [ 1, 13, > 51. Let 
2, (t, dx) be the number of individuals in dx at time r of a (G, F,,, /&)-process. 
Suppose that n &, (0) - 1) converges to 
6: (0) is uniformly integrable over Rhr 
-02/2 uniformly on compact sets of 8 and 
where h:,(B) is the N-dimensional Fourier 
transform of the function h,(x) and that conditions in (1 .l) are satisfied. By using 
the techniques developed by Kurtz in [lo], we shall prove that the finite dimensional 
distribution of Z’,Jnt, dx)/n converges, as n + 00, to the corresponding laws of the 
continuous state branching process X(t, dx) determined by a cl/-semigroup (41, ; t E 
[0, co)} satisfying the following evolution equation: 
( 1 A) 
The relationship between the diffusion process X(t, dx) and the #-semigroup is 
given by (1.3). 
Note that when 
G(t) = ( 0 ifOstC1, 1 if E4, 
and the initial Zn (0) individuals are all of agt: zero, (G, F, h ) -processes become 
(F, h)-processes. In that case, our assumption about is r-c v.rghly the same as t 
one in Watanabe’s limit theorem (see [ 1’7, e 
that all the conditions concerning F, in ( 1.1) 
umption regarding Frl is more gener 
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urthermore, we will show that the continuous state branching process determined 
by the @-semigroup satisfying (1.4) is a diffusion process, i.e., almost all sample 
functions are continu- AS in the space of all nonnegative bounded Bore1 measures 
y of the space of ‘all nonnegaf:ive bounded Bore1 measures on 
In Section 3 ule shall study urtz’s ‘generator’ (see [XI]) corres)ponding to our 
tain our main limit theorem. Thle lengthy proof 
f the lemma used in proving our main theorem is given in the last section 
i~usion processes 
Let S = RN w (00) be the one point compactification of R “, E’ the set of all 
nonnegative bounded Bore1 measures on S and C’(S) the set of all strictly positive 
continuous functions on S. Let I!? = E u {A}, where A is an extra point and let E0 
bset of E formed by all probability measures on S with the topology 
y weak convergence. Then, E. is a compact metrizable spiace and [0, a] x 
0 is Lsornpact metrizable by the produce topology. Define p : [0, a:] x E. + I? by 
pu,/.d- 
tp iftca, 
A ift=m, 
ne the topology of J?? as the strongest, of all topologies in which p is 
continuous. Then E is a compact metrizable space (see [2, 173). For each f~ C’(S), 
the function qf(p j defined by 
1 e 
-r&f) 
4pgw= 0 
Y, E E 
P =A, 
is a continuous function on E. Let &(t, i.~ ; f) be a function defined on [0, a] X EO X 
)(l+t)/t ifO<t<cQ, 
if t = 0, 
if t =oO. 
n $ = Jl(x ; f) defined on S x C’(S) is called a @function 
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Given two rC/-fur&ions $1 and $2, the composition (lp3 = e1(51/*) is defined by 
$3(x; f) = Icfdx; #A l ; f)). A one parameter f:mily {q$: tE [0, ao)) of @-functions is 
called a @-semigroup if & +.S =+&) and &( l ; f) = f. 
ion, Let X(t, dx) be a continuous time Markov process on E. X is 
calIed a continuous state branching process (CB-process) if it satisfies, for every 
t a 0, fe C’(S) and for pl, p2 E E, the branching property, 
E w,+&xpHX(~, W, f>ll = 
= ~w,13=pHW9 W, f>W$,bqWJW, W, fM 
A CB-process is called regular if &[exp{-(X(t, dx), f)}] is continuous in ,U E ,!? for 
each t 2 0 and f E C’(S). 
The relationship between CB-processes and @-semigroups i  given by the follow- 
ing (see [17]). 
2.3. Theorem (Jirina). There is a one-one correspondence between regular CB- 
grocesses X atzd @-semigroups (q$: t E [0, oo>}; the correspondence is given by 
E,Jexp{-(X(t, W, fill = exp - ( I VW; f)dW . I 
Consider the solution of the following equation 
where a Z= 0 and 
A=cd+c’=c 
is the infinitesimal generator -c Gi s r.emigroup { Tt : t E [0, a)} given by 
- = PO, x, y)f(y> dy. 
(2.4) 
It was proved (see [la, Theore 
a @-semigroup. Let Yr be the ser -process corres 
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i.e., the set of all continuous functions on I3 which vanish at infinity. Hence the 
C&process is a Hunt process (see [17, p. 1551). Let a be the infinitesimal generator 
in the Hille-Yosida sense of the semig,roup :‘7, on CO(E) with domain D(a). A linear 
manifold 9 s D(a) is called a core of a if a is the smallest closed extension of a19. 
Watanabe [17] has shown that the linear hull of cpf such that f~ C’(S) nD(A) is 
a core for a. But this linear hull is too large for our purpose. We shall show that 
the smaller manifold of qor such that f c Y+(S) nD(A) where 
.2’(S)={ f:fEc’(S),q(x)=f(.r)-f(co)and 
i(O) == _I- RN e’““q(x) dx are integrable over RN , 
is also a core for a. 
2.5. c]n-:40re1~ Let a l;e the infinitesimal generator in the Hille-Yosida sense of the 
semigrwp (YJ of rhe regular C&process determined by the evolution equation (2.4). 
Let 9 be the linear hull of (&L): f E 3” (S) n D(A)). Then 9 c 9(a) and arpf, 
f EY+(s)nD(A) isgiven by 
Furthermore, 63 is a core of a. 
oaf. Note that our theorem is just Wa.tanabe’s theorem (see 1117, Theorem 2.41) 
with C’(S) replaced by y’(S). Since 3+(S) c C’(S) and the equality in the theorem 
holds for all f E C’(S) (7 D(A), the equality holds also for f E Z’+(s) n D(A). Note 
also that the linear hull 9 is an algebra under multiplication and it separates points 
of E (see [16, Lemma Xl] or [15, lemma 6]), so the Stone-Weierstrass Theorem 
implies that 9 is dense in Co(E). To show that 9~ is a core we only need to prove 
that 9 is $invariant, i.e., yt(9) E!g(see [17, Lemma 2.21). Since ZQpf = 
4pm * ;f 19 T,(B) c; 9 is equivalent to the cond.ition that the solution $&x; f) of (2.4) 
belongs to X’(S) A D(A) if f E .9’(S) n D(A). 
Consider the equivalent integral equation 
cL,w = T,fW+ cr p!t--s,x,y)&Wyds (x#@ (2.7) 
t, x, y) is defined in (2.5). Since Jl,(y) E C’( > (see [ 173, T,fW = 
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we have 
CLtw - $G@) = 
= (T,f(x)-f(m)e'.')+~ll j p t-s,x,y:(~s2(y)-(CIs2(00))dyds. ( 
0 RN 
(2.8) 
Thus there exist’s M > 0 such that 
where lb/% is the L1(RN)-norm of $, i.e., ll~lll~ =IR~ 1$(x)1 dx. Since 
llrf -f(m) ec’% < 00 if 11 fill < 00, Gronwall’s inequality implies that $, - &{cc) is 
integrable over RN. 
Taking the Fourier transform and using the fact that 
p^<t, 0, y) = ec” exp(i0y -&i12ct), 
it can be shown from (2.8) that is integrable over RN if w) is 
integrable over R N. This completes the proof. 
In [17], Watanabe proves that the solution of (2.4), where A = cd (i.e., c’ = 0), 
defines a @semigroup such that the corresponding C&process is a diffusion, i.e., 
almost all sample functions are continuous in A??. He proves this result by showing 
that there exist a dense subset D of C(S) such that D c D(A) and for every f~ D, 
there exist constants K > 0 and r > 0 such that 
II zf=f-Af +IITt(af2)-of2)1%Kt’ t II (2.9) 
for all sufficiently small t (see [l7, Theorem 3.11). 
Let T: be the semigroup generated by the operator A’ = CA + c’; then T: = 
exp{c’t}?;. Since (2.9) is satisfied by the semigroup Tt and its generator A = CA: it 
is also satisfied by T: and A’. This proves the following theorem. 
(t, d.x) be the C 
where &(x; f) is a #-semigroup satisfying (2. 
i.e., almost all sample functions are contircuous irz E. 
givcrz by 
t3n . x) is a ~i~~~sio~ process, 
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Consider a process in which individuals reproduce according to a continuous 
time age dependent branching process with age distribution function G(t) and 
offspring distribution generating function F, the individuals (located in 41”) cannot 
move and the distance of a new individual from its parent is governed by a probability 
density function h (y ), i.e., ihe prlcrbabiiity that a new individual is located at 
(x - y ) dy given that its parent is at x is h (y> dy. We shall call this process a 
(G, F, &process. Let Z,(t, dx) be the number ‘of individuals in dx at time t of a 
(G, Fn, h,)-process. We shall assume that n(h^,(O) - 1) converges to -6*/2 uniformly 
on compact sets and (6: (0)) is uniformly integarable over RN where h:, (0) is the 
N-dimensional Fourier transform of h,(x), i.e., 
6 (0) = II eieXh, (x) dx, 
and that the conditions in ( 1.1) are satisfied. 
Let 8, be the unit measure at {x}, 
i H=\/L= i Sc,:XiERN 
i=l I 
and 
H (??I 
1 = _- H= 
n 
pzL 2 S,,:xiERN l 
n i=l I 
Then Xm (t, dx) = Zn (nt, dx j/n can be considered as a continuous time process on 
Hl*’ c E. We shall prove the next theorem. 
3.1. Let Zn [t, Cx) be a sequence of (G, F,, h, )-processes. Suppose 
n (& (8) -. 1) converges to -02/2 uniformly on compact sets of e and (h:(B)) is 
uniformly integrable over RN. suppose 
f 
I 
A z J t dG(t)<q lim n(FL(l)-l>=cu, 0 n-rm 
Eim Fz!‘,j=p, 
n*Ja supF;(l)<oo. n 
j = n and all initial particles are of age zero. Define X,, (t, dx) = 
Then the finfce dimensional distribution of X,, converges to the finite 
dime~si~~~al distributron t f a diffusion C&process X(t, dx) determined by 
is a #-semigroup given by the solution of the evolution equation 
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To simplify notation, we shall use a, b and 1 to denote a/A, 1 /A and jRN 
respectively throughout the rest of the paper. We shall use ‘*’ to denote the 
convolution and use A+(x) to denote the density function of the normal random 
variable with mean zero and variance g2, i.e., 
and 
1 
Nu2(x) = (&&/,J - exp(-x2/2&. 
Let E,,, denote the expectation under the assumption that the process begins with 
a single initial particle of age s at X. The lengthy proof of the next lemma is given 
in Section 4. 
3.2. Lemma. Suppose that the hypotheses in Theorem 3.1 are satis.fied and f E .2?‘(s). 
Then 
f(y)&(nt, dy) -e”‘(f * &AX) 1 
and 
V” (s) = sup sup x J;Ex.s[(l foz,(.t,dY))2] 
I 
t 
-/3b e2ar emas( f * N,b-Sl,)2 * NSb (x) ds 
0 
both converge to zero uniformly on bounded s intervals. 
In the remainder of the section, we shs!! use results established by Kurtz [lo] 
to prove Theorem 3.1. Our principal tool is a theorem of Kurtz [ 10, Theorem 3. I l] 
giving a sense in which convergence of the infinitesimal generators implies conver- 
gence of the semigroups. 
Let k be the ‘p-infinitesimal’ operator defined in Kurtz’s paper (see [lo, p. 619]). 
For each f c L??‘(S) n D(A), define 
E[q(X, (t + s, 
where $$ is the a-algebra generate 
gn ED(G) and 
ei to time r?t. T 
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Since {qr: f~ Y*(s) A D(A)} is a core for a (Theorem 2.6), if we can show that 
there exists a sequence lift with lim,,,, E,, = 0 such that 
= 0, (3.3) 
then Theorem 3.1 follows from Kurtz’s Theorem [ 5.0, Theorem 3.11.3. 
Fix fE Z”(S) n D(A) arid E > 0. Let (xl9 sl), . . . , (xl, s/S be the locaitiorns and ages 
of the I = Zn (nt) = { Zn (nt, dx) particles at time !, 
an d 
Then 
where 
H2VG >I s fKi (1+ exp{sup lif(x)l}). 
X 
‘The branching property implies 
1 1‘9 r (fix) -e'"( f * NEh)(X))Za(nt, 
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Similarly, 
It the:n follows 
right-hand side 
from Lelmma 3.2 and an argument in [lo], which shows that the 
of [lo, eq. (5.31)] converges to zero for every E >O, that 
/I 12 
-““(f * l’&ps/J2 * Nsb dsX,(t, dx) (3.6) 
Thus there exists a quence P,, 40 such that (3.5) and (3.6) go to zero with E 
replaced by E,*. 
Now E[Kz] can be shown to be negligible by estimaling conditional third moments 
in a manner similar to the estimation of the first and second moments giving in 
Section 4. Since 
(f-f * NE,)/& + -bf, 
it can be shown that 
1 
liml(f(x)-e”‘(f*Nrb))=-af-$bAf=-(gA+$fa 
E-+0 &
(3.7) 
Also, the last term in the absolute value in (3.6) converj;es to (@/2)f2 -= (@/2A)f2. 
This, together with (3.4), (3.5), (3.6) and (3.7), impks f.3.3) which proves the 
theorem. 
We shall continue to write a/h an 
and use Na2(x) to denote the density 
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is the N-dimensional Fourier transform of 4. Define 
K 0, x 1 = &I I q(yKU, dy) - 3 
l..d?1,72,... be independent random variables with distributior G(t) and 
max{k : Cf”= 1 Ti s t}. Then 
Y(t) = 
where * is the P&dimensional convolution. The Fourier transform fin (t, 8) of Un (t, l ) 
tisfiec, the equation 
rj,(r, e)=(l_G(t))q^(B)+F:,(1)~~(9) 1; &(t-s, @)dG(s). 
Consequently, 
tif-20, 61 =q^(B)E[(F:, (l)6,(e))y”‘]. 
Since ~(~~(1)&(6+- l)-+a - $0’ uniformly on compact sets, it follows$ that 
sup~E[(FL ( l)& (0)) Y’nr)] - exp(at - $02tb}l + 0 
r-=T 
uniformly on compact sets of 8 in RN (see [lo, eq. (5.24)]). Since i(0) is integrable, 
this implies by the Fourier inversion formula that 
suplU,Jnf, x) -e”‘q * N&)1 d 
tiT 
s 
I 
IE[(F: (l)& (0))ycHt’] - exp{at - $e2tb}11t(e)ll del. 
Thus 
LJ,Jnt, x)-e”‘cy * NtbI = 0. 
furthermore, if we define 
t 
stil up&e, x)-eenrq * f++bI-+O 
x tr;;T 
to ~~~~ity on boun 
(41.1) 
(4.2 j 
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we have 
v~(~,x)=(l-G(t))l_il(n)+F::(l) I’(U,(i-s, l ) * h,(x))2diG(s) 
0 
+E(l) 
I 
kW-s, 0) * kz)(x)dG(s) 
0 
=&(t, x)+F:,(l) [‘(V,(l -s, l ) * h,)(x) dG(s). (4.3) 
0 
Let e(l, x) = p ez”‘(q * ?&)*(x). Consider 
~Il-G(~~)l~*(x)+IF::(l)-~I fnr(U,(nt-s, a) * h,,)‘dG(s) 
0 
+P 
I 
nrkfrq * Ntb + Un(nt-s, *) * h,Ifh.~~(nt-~, l ) * h, -earq * ./Vr/,I dG(s) 
0 
+ P(e”‘q * Nrb)2( 1 - G(nt)). 
Since (4.1) and the hypothesis about h, imply that 
supsup(U,(nt-s,*) * h,,-earq *Nrbl+O 
X rcT 
as yt + m, it follows from the preceding inequali*ty that 
lim sup supI& (nt, x) -- e(t: $1 = 0. 
n+oO x rsT 
(4.4) 
NOW (4 * Nrb)(X) is bounded, continuous and integrable over RN. Hence &(t, X) = 
fl exp{2at}(q * N&* is integrable over RN. Since 
&z(e)-e-““/* = e-“‘/*(~~(@) (=+e2/2 - l), 
it follows from the integrability of e-@‘*, the uniformly intygratiility of &:(@) an 
the fact that [&#9) exp{+0*/2}- l] converges to zero on compact set that &( 
converges to e+*‘* in L’(RN). This implies by the Fourier inversion formula that 
lim sup sup)[(t, . ) * hff -,$(b, . ) * Nkjn I= 0 
n+m x IST 
where hk* is the kth convolution of h, with itself, i.e., 
ho* 
1’ 
h h, = 
tity wi 
k* =r 
tk- 1)” 4 . 
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NOW it follows from (4.3) that 
1 
[ 
1 Ycnr) 
-+,,(nt,x)==E - 
I!? 
n ,?() IF:‘(11Jk5.(nt-;$, T;, *) *h:*(x)]. 
This, together with (4.4), implies 
lim sup sup 
n4rr3 x r-z-T I vn(nt,X)_E 1 Y(nr) n [ - i kTO (F:,(1))*(5(r-’ i Ti9 l ) “~~*)CX)]~zo* ?I j=l 
Since (FL (1))” --icea, this and (4.5) imply 
Iim sup sup I .-+cI’ x l-;T 1 k e atkln) t -- - l Ti, ’ > II *.Nkln =o. n j::l 
Consequently, we have 
I wfzt, x) 
I 
e-(q * N+sh)2 * Nsh ds = 0. 
rv=‘.m x r/T n I 
urthermore, letting 
ek, 0, x) = E,, 
[(I dyPXt, W 
9 
we have 
I 1 I 
F 
sup ;uy ; V&zt, x) -@b e2ar eeas (q * N+sb)2 * NSb tlls .+ 0 
X 6 0 I 
(4.6) 
uniformly on bounded s intervals. 
Let Zn (nt) = j Zn (nt, dx) be the total number of particles at time nt. Then Zn (rzt) 
is the age dependent branching process studied by Jagers [6] and Kiurtz [lOI. Thus 
(see , eqs. (5.26) and (5.27)]) 
S (4.7) 
F 
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we have 
w,(t,x)-(l-GG(t))q(x)+F::(l) rE,,[z,~(t_s)l(rr,,(r-s;)*h,,)(l)dG(s) I 0 
+F:, (1) I 
t 
Wn(t-s, 0) * h, dG(s) 
0 
(4.8) 
Note that this equation is similar to (4.3). Replacing & by vn and 5 by 
~(t. x) =p e*“‘(q * I&)(x) 
throughout (4.3) to (4.6), we obtain 
1 
sup sup - W&z& ET) -; P te2ar -e”‘)q * Ntb + 0 
x tsT n 
(4.9) 
as n + 00 uniformly on bounded s intervals. 
NOW consider BEG+. Let q(x) =f(x) -f(o~). Then both q(x) and i(8) are 
integrable over RN. Since 
it follows from (4.2) and (4.7) that 
U,,(s)=supsup E f(y!Z,(n!,dy)‘--e”‘f*~~~ +O 
I [I 
.- 
X tsT 1 
(4.10) 
as n + 00 uniformly on bounded s intervals. Since 
1 1 
= - &, (nf, M) + 2 fW ; ‘&It, x) -tf2@) 1E[Z:(nf)l. 
n n 
it follows from (4.6), (4.7), (4.9) an the facts f (00) * IV = f (00) a 
I 
fat - e e I’,( f * 
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